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ABSTRACT 
 

IT Infrastructure comprises set of hardware devices and software. Today every organization has its own IT 

Infrastructure in which different hardware devices like computers, laptops, networking devices, servers operating 

systems and different software are used daily as core part of organization without these components IT 

Infrastructure cannot function. Technology upgrades itself very fast, to pace with this changes Organization should 

also have to upgrade technology. The security risk is come in form of vulnerability. Vulnerabilities can be present 

anywhere in operating system, various services in OS, applications or utility, third party tools etc. Because of 

vulnerable systems hacker or malicious user can perform malicious activities like hacking systems, servers, data 

stealing, attacking DOS attack on IT Infrastructure to disrupt the business. It is next to impossible for any 

organization to give full protection to business or data from all vulnerabilities present into the system. But the data 

can be protect if the vulnerability can be identified and patch. Applying extra layers of security or secure 

configuration of operating system or endpoint, the impact of vulnerability can be reduced. The process of 

vulnerability identification and patching or mitigation is known as Vulnerability Management. Due to technology 

upgradation vulnerability management is very important and continuous task. Our research mainly focuses on 

Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessment, exploitation and mitigation with patch management. The main object of 

this research is to identifying vulnerable services inside operating system and mitigate that Operating System 

service related vulnerability with security configurations. In this research the primary focus is upon Server Message 

Block vulnerability which is also known as EternalBlue part of Vault 7 project of secret agency. 
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1. Introduction 

This research is focus upon the recent challenges faced by IT industry i.e. Ransomware. Now a day’s most of the 

Ransomware are destructing the data over networks also. Most of the ransomware infection is spread via windows 

operating systems. Windows operating systems services are exploited to attack over IT Infrastructure as well as 

Network Infrastructure. The well known service in the windows is Server Message Block (SMB). This service is 

used for local communication, file sharing within network and some times in the active directory etc. Vulnerability 

remaining inside this service exploited by the ransomware malicious payload and attack can be spread over a 

network. To secure SMB service oriented attacks, user must upgrade the SMB v1 to SMB v2 or v3. Besides this, 

user must have to aware about the open ports and services running over the system. There are no any tools available 

which can provide all these functionality into one package. This framework can used to mitigate all SMB related 

vulnerabilities form the system. 
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2. Background Survey 

Today insider threats are at rise. Corporate, Governments sectors, Multinational firms data at risk not due to external 

attack but internal leakage. Our approach is to identify maximum risk factors affect the overall security of 

information or assets of any corporate, public sector, MNC’s or individuals. The main factor in the insider threat is 

the host or endpoint. Though almost all endpoints and hosts are secured by antivirus, anti-malware, data leakage 

prevention, anti-ransomware etc. and also the compliance followed to safeguard the endpoints. But in recent 

researches that is found that the endpoint operating systems and their different versions are vulnerable to attacks. As 

an example, recently the malware called Ransomware infected the windows based operating systems using operating 

systems vulnerable service. The vulnerability exploited in Wannacry, Bad Rabbit, petya Ransomware was unknown 

by most of the antivirus, anti ransomware or anti malware systems. These Vulnerabilities are present in the versions 

of windows operating system since long but not consider into security and compliance. 

2.1 Assessment of Vulnerable System 

Vulnerability Analysis is a periodical system audit process to identify potential loopholes. With periodically system 

vulnerability audit overall security posture of the IT Infrastructure or network infrastructure can be enhanced. 

Systematic and periodic vulnerability assessment provides overall flaws exists into the system. It also gives holistic 

view of impact of each flaws exists into the system. To avoid false positives in vulnerability assessment manual 

assessment techniques can also be used. After periodical analysis of vulnerability, patch management can be applied. 

And after the patch management and proper risk assessment system can be hardened against potential attacks. 

2.1.1 External Vulnerability Assessment: 

An External Vulnerability Assessment is intended to provide an organization a snapshot of the overall security and 

risk picture of the network from an external (Internet) point-of-view. External assessment procedures focus on 

performing Internet research, discovering systems connected to the Internet, and selectively probing these systems to 

discover mis-configurations and vulnerabilities. Additionally, external assessments provide a means to capture the 

responsiveness of an organization’s security devices and personnel. 

2.1.2 Internal Vulnerability Assessment: 

An Internal Vulnerability Assessment is intended to provide an organization with a snapshot of the overall security 

and risk picture of the systems and network under assessment. Internal assessment procedures focus on examining 

networked systems for known vulnerabilities, mis-configurations, and implementation flaws that may expose the 

system to additional risk and is comprised mostly of automated testing complimented by manual inspection.  

An internal assessment with a review of open ports, protocols, and shared resources on each system. This phase of 

the internal assessment emulated the insider threat as both a person with limited access and knowledge and also as 

the trusted - curious, malicious, or unwitting insider. Sources of these types of threats range from cleared cleaning 

crews, maintenance workers, temporary employees, and other individuals (who can gain some type of access to the 

facility and/or network but have no privileges on the system) to typical system users that use the network daily to 

fulfill their job duties.  

 After obtaining internal network access, we conducted a thorough vulnerability assessment, similar in nature, but 

much more comprehensive in scope than the external security assessment. The goal of the internal assessment was 

to identify potential vulnerabilities in the systems, as well as potential risks to critical data and systems, and 

recommend solutions to mitigate those risks. We tailored the assessment to each target set with the overall objective 

being to emulate the given threat as closely as possible to provide an accurate risk assessment of the system and the 

data it contains.  

2.1.3 OS Service Level Vulnerability Assessment: 

 

Operating System (OS) is very easy to compromise. OS services like SMB, FTP, and Remote Desktop etc. are used 

extensively by many organizations to provide users with access to a variety of types of information. These services 

are increasingly complex with numerous components such as dependencies, which may process sensitive data. Often 

custom developed services focus on the functionality of the application and not the security of the application. An 
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organization might have a secure endpoint protection mechanism from external threats, but if the service of the OS 

have been compromised, then those protection mechanisms are not effective. Automated, semi automated and 

manual methods to test the security of the Operating Systems and its services. Using automated tools to capture a 

high-level security snapshot of the OS and it’s services. Then take testing one step further by providing expert 

analysis of these results and probing further into the services with manual techniques and custom written tools which 

can help user to find more elusive and less well known security flaws. As an example Server Message Block (SMB) 

is an essential service in Windows Operating System. 

2.2 Server Message Block (SMB) Vulnerability 

Various vulnerabilities have been exposed in Microsoft Windows SMB Server, the most severe vulnerability could 

allow attacker to execute remote code over vulnerable system if an attacker sends malicious payload or special 

crafted messages to a Microsoft Server Message Block 1.0 (SMBv1) server. Successful exploitation of these 

vulnerabilities could result in an attacker gaining the same privileges as the logged on user. These exploits are 

allowing attacker for privilege escalation. Depending on the privileges associated with the user, an attacker could 

then install utility; view, modify, or delete data; or create new accounts with administrative privileges. Users whose 

accounts are configured to have fewer user rights on the system could be less impacted than those who operate with 

administrative user rights. The only available patch for that is to less privileges assignment to the system and 

disables the services. 

2.2.1 WannaCry Ransomware: 

Wannacry is a one type of Ransomware that infected the National Health Service (NHS) and another organization 

all over the world. It also includes government organizations in China, Russia the US and Europe. India was Worst 

affected by the Wannacry Attack. Wannacry works in form of encrypting data on a computer and tells the user that 

all files have been encrypted and displays information regarding how much is to be paid. Payment is taken through 

Bitcoin.  

It was the first effort of ransomware to use EternalBlue, which exploits vulnerability in Microsoft's Server Message 

Block (SMB) protocol. 

Ransomware is a malware that infect our PC or mobile devices and holds our systems files and operating system. 

After that attackers demand Ransom in return to get our systems access back. 

2.2.2 Vulnerability Identification and Mitigation Strategy: 

Various vulnerabilities in Microsoft Operating System i.e. Windows 7 have been identified i.e. Windows SMB 

Server or LANMAN Server, the most dangerous of these vulnerabilities which are open and allowed remote code 

execution.  

 

The vulnerabilities related with SMB are as follows:  

• Multiple remote code execution vulnerabilities exist due to the way the Microsoft Server Message Block 1.0 

(SMBv1) server handles certain requests.  

• CVE-2017-0143, CVE-2017-0144, CVE-2017-0145, CVE-2017-0146, CVE-2017-148  

2.2.3 Eternal Blue Exploit: 

There are various characteristics, which make ETERNALBLUE a highly - advanced cyber weapon. Following 

capabilities are there in ETERNALBLUE,  

• It targets the Microsoft Windows operating system, which does not have publicly available source code. 

• It exploits the kernel, which is prone to crashes, making research and development a slow process.  

• It is a remote exploit, meaning no local offset calculations can be performed.  
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• It sends malicious traffic via SMB, an esoteric and poorly documented network protocol.  

• It simultaneously exploits both x86 and x64 CPU architectures.  

• It performs pool grooming, a type of heap spray of kernel memory structures.  

• It contains a bypass for Data Execution Prevention (DEP).  

• It contains a bypass for Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). 

 

3. Methodology for Mitigate SMB Based Vulnerabilities:- 

 

Fig. 1 Proposed Model 
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Above Model represent the whole process of first identifying the SMB vulnerabilities and methodology for how to 

mitigate the SMB vulnerabilities and also patch those vulnerabilities.  

First step is to setup the virtual environment for the process. In this scenario prepare virtual environment with two 

operating systems Windows as OS under test and Kali Linux as attacker OS. After set virtual environment then scan 

all open ports and services currently running on windows operating system. Found services running on different 

ports e.g. SMBv1 etc.  

Next step is to identify the vulnerable services and also its version. Exploit the identified vulnerable service by 

providing malicious payload. After exploit the identified vulnerable service, if attack is unsuccessful then the 

operating system is secure from the SMB Vulnerability. But if the attack is successfully performed so the operating 

system is not secured. To secure that system from the different types of attack patch management process is must. 

 

4. Implementation 
 

 First step is to install two operating System Microsoft Windows and Kali linux in Virtualbox or VMware 

for Preparing Virtual Environment. Here Kali Linux is Attacker OS and Windows for Test OS. For identify 

the vulnerabilities in Operating System first we have to scan all open ports and Services in Running 

Operating System. 

 According to Proposed Model, First phase is to identify the Server Message Block (SMB) Vulnerability in 

the test Operating System. So, we can identify the Vulnerability by Exploit the test O.S. 

 Here are some Screenshots for exploit the test O.S and identify SMB vulnerability. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Exploiting Windows O.S 
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Fig. 3 Getting Test OS Shell 

 

 After getting the Test O.S Shell next step to identify that the system is Patched or Not. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Check the system is patched or not? 

 

 After running the script result would be like above. If the system is patched already then the Server 

Message Block Vulnerability may not be present in the system.  

 If the System is not patched then next step is to try patching the existing vulnerability with different 

Possibilities mentioned in the Proposed Model.  

 If the vulnerability is present in the system so to mitigate that vulnerability is very difficult. So here in this 

paper the methodology is define so we can mitigate the present vulnerability in the system. 

 If system is not patched, go ahead with the SMB Tool.exe. It will give different options to Mitigate SMB 

Vulnerabilities like disable the specific ports, check for latest hotfixs applied to Operating System. 
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Fig. 5 Mitigation tool SMB Tool.exe 

 

SMB Tool: 

The outcome of this research is this tool i.e. SMB Tool, this tool is basically built in windows operating system 

functionalities like PowerShell and Batch Commands script for manual mitigation of SMB related vulnerability.  

Windows operating system is closed operating system. SMB is a service used and active in any windows operating 

system. This service can be exploiting to get the reserve shell of any system, reverse TCP connection building, 

spreading malicious ware to the systems etc. Due to closed source nature of the system, vulnerability mitigation at 

source code level is not possible to implement. This tool introduce the another way to safe guard the system against 

such exploits. It detects Microsoft knowledge base and hotfixes patches availability within system and identifying 

the patch scenario. If the patch system found it recommend that the system is safe against SMB attacks. If the 

system is not patched then it will initially stop SMB and related service ports, disable the vulnerable SMB versions 

inside the system automatically etc. 
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Fig. 6 SMB Disable 

5 Conclusion 

Till the time, this research is very important to the public and private sector to safeguard their information and data 

from being compromised because of different types of vulnerabilities are present. In this, the key vulnerabilities and 

exploits will be applied to learn the default security and patch management of the windows operating system. 

Though there are very few literature and quality research paper is available in this domain, we can take it as 

opportunity to research and develop a better security enhanced harden Operating System. This research focus on 

various vulnerabilities associated with SMB is demonstrated and identified various CVE related with Eternalblue. 

Also anyone can understand how to remotely exploit vulnerability in SMBv1 with Eternalblue. Even though 

Eternalblue is a little bit harder to exploit than MS08-067 but results of both are the similar. As a result exploited 

Windows 7 SMB Vulnerability and gaining a root shell. Here it is concluded that user should updating Windows 

system on regular basis. User should not use old technologies like SMBversion 1, because it is still vulnerable to 

attack. Another lesson learned that is user should not expose SMB/RDP services to the Internet or external network. 

Remote exploitation of Eternalblue is possible over the Internet and currently happening on a large scale with the 

WannaCry and NotPetya ransomware infecting thousands of machines. To remain safeguard from such vulnerability 

patching or system mitigation required. User can patch Eternalblue by installing Windows update MS17-010. User 

can also disable SMBv1 to keep system safe from exploitation. User can also isolate legacy systems from the 

network that cannot be patched. And it concluded that for security against such vulnerabilities user should never 

ever expose SMB/RDP services directly to the Internet. 
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